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Editor’s Note
I’ve only been involved with the WUSSes for a little over
a year now. After taking a job here at Wittenberg University I
soon found, to my delight, that we had a caving club and I took
advantage of their hospitality (and cabin) at the 2004 Crawl-athon in Carter County, Kentucky. These new faces soon became
my regular “weekend crew” as we found our way underground
for survey trips or just fun caving. Although our group is small
this year, we’ve tried to make up with consistency what we lack
in numbers. It’s been wonderful to cave with individuals who
are devoted to the conservation and research of these unique
environments when far too often our impact on these delicate
systems is overlooked. This year WUSS celebrates it’s 25th
anniversary on the weekend of April 8th-10th with a banquet and
festivities for all the past WUSSes we can coerce into coming
back. Happy Anniversary WUSS!
In this issue of Pholeos you’ll find papers on the morphology
of troglobitic beetles, echolocation in bats, adaptation in
cavernicoles, and more. We also have short descriptions and
maps of our latest survey work. WUSS was also proud to help
in a field project with Dr. Zaleha of the Geology Department
and his new Electrical Resistivity Ground Imaging tool,
affectionately called “ERGI.”You’ll find his paper within and
ERGI’s pretty color figures on the back cover. Thanks for
reading.
					

Caleb Heimlich, Editor
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
		 As I try to decide how to introduce this issue of Pholeos I can’t help but feel sad since this is my final year at
Wittenberg. The members that I have met over the past four years have ended up becoming my best friends. The other
WUSS students here at Wittenberg as well as those that I go to work with everyday. I can say, without a doubt, that the
WUSSes are a tight nit group with ties that run deep.
We have been very active over the past year. Starting in the summer, those of us who couldn’t stay away from each
other made several trips underground. These included Sloan’s Valley, TAG, and Carter Caves in search of the infamous KBH
Cave. Once the semester started, we snagged some underclassman at the activities fair and showed them the wonders of
the Officers Training Retreat (aka, Old Timer’s Reunion) and the fire at the Tag Fall Cave-In. Then we were deep into the
semester making more trips to Carter, Freeland’s, Sloan’s Valley, and cave clean-ups.
This year was a wonderful year to be president because of the officers that helped cover my behind so many times.
This year is also the silver anniversary so after 25 years its nice to still have Dr. Hobbs helping us out. I was able to get my
first taste of how difficult it is to put together a real party, oops, banquet. But everyone that helped made it come together
smoothly, cleanly, and painlessly. We also were given the opportunity to travel to Japan as a group. This in itself was no small
feat. Writing proposals, contacting Japanese caving groups. But, like everything else so far, it has all fallen right into place.
I’m not sure where I’ll be next year, but I am sure that I will always be a WUSS. The people that I have met during the
past four years have made my time here at Wittenberg worthwhile. I have learned more about speleology than I ever could
have imagined.
I hope that as you read this edition of Pholeos you are reminded of some of the friendships and experiences, both good
and bad, that you made as a member of WUSS.
									
									
									

Michele Maxson, President
WUSS #515
NSS #53048

Some WUSSes, before going underground.
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HISTORY

The History of

by Caleb Heimlich
WUSS# 0491, NSS# 54594
1977 – The Cave Club was formed. Jeff Marion (WUSS
#0002) was elected the first president. Much caving for
fun was initiated with trips to Ohio and Indiana.
1978 – Cave Club surveyed it’s first cave, Dry Cave,
Highland County, Ohio. This was soon followed by the
survey of Paint Creek Cave and Thompson Cave, both in
Miami County, Ohio.
1979 – The Cave Club added 14 new members and in
February surveyed Spider Cave, Greene County, Ohio and
Keith’s Fracture Cave, Clark County, Ohio in December.
1980 - Wittenberg University Speleological Society
received its National Speleological Society (NSS) Charter
on May 14th and with it, its Internal Organization Number
of G-268. Michael Flynn was elected first president of
the Wittenberg University Speleological Society Student
Grotto. WUSS garnered 15 new members and was
awarded a budget of $670.10 by the Wittenberg Student
Senate. A grant from the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources helped to support the survey of some 40 caves
during the summer by Mike Flynn and Horton Hobbs.

1981 – Laurel Cave, Carter County, Kentucky was the
first WUSS collective effort to survey a sizable cave
and produce a map. Other caves surveyed (entirely or
in part) were Bat and Saltpetre caves in Carter County,
Kentucky and Bartlett’s, Buck Creek Blowing I and II,
Simpson’s, Charleston Falls, Crevice, Dry Bone, Freeland’s,
Hackleshin, Hanna, Hogwaller, and Seven Caves area caves
in southern Ohio. This was also the first year for Pholeos.
1982 – WUSS operated with a budget of $1500.00 for
a productive year of sport caving and survey. Ongoing
projects in the Seven Caves area in Highland County,
Ohio continued as well as surveys for Bat, Saltpetre, and
various small caves in Carter County, Ohio.
1983 – Freeland’s, Hawk, Hole-in-the-Wall, Fools
Rappell caves in Ohio and the Saltpetre-Moon Cave
System, Bat and X caves in Kentucky were in various
stages of completion. A new species of aquatic isopod
was described from Fern Cave in Adams County, Ohio by
Tom Bowman of the Smithsonian Institution and Horton
Hobbs.
1984 – The surveys of Cedar Fork, X, and Lost Comb
caves were completed and work continued on Bat Cave.
The long awaited map for Saltpetre Cave in Carter
County, Kentucky appeared in Pholeos, 4(1).
1985 – The fifth year of the grotto’s existence saw a
renewal of enthusiasm with 28 new members. Work
began on the drafting of the Ohio Cave Protection bill
and several Ohio and Kentucky caves were surveyed [see
Pholeos, 5(2) and 6(1&2)]. Included in this was the map
of Freeland’s Cave in Adams County, Ohio, the longest
surveyed cave in the state.

Mike Flynn at Frost Cave, Pike County, Ohio, June 24, 1980.
Photo by H. Hobbs III.
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Jackson Cave,Wilson Co.,Tennessee, March 14, 1985.
Photo by H. Hobbs III
1986 – A long term effort was initiated in April to study
the fauna of Shelta Cave in Huntsville, Alabama. With
the financial aid of a grant from the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources 11 caves in six counties in Ohio were
surveyed. In addition much effort was put into the Ohio
Cave Protection bill.

Mike Goltzene at Slatestone Cave, Champaign Co., Ohio,
June 1986. Photo by Chris Cooke.
1987 – WUSS made a trip to Ellison’s Cave in Walker
County, Georgia. Both pits were dropped, but due to a
rock collapse not everyone was able to make the through
trip. Progress was made in the survey of Ohio caves
including two completed surveys of caves in Perry and
Wyandot counties.

Coon-in-the-Crack Cave I, Carter Co., Kentucky, July 1987.
Pictured are Steve Duncan, Bob Klapthor,Teressa Keenon,
Bill Stitzel, and Chris Cooke. Photo by H. Hobbs III.

Mark Pender in Hooper’s Well, Madison Co., Alabama,
April 13, 1986. Photo by H. Hobbs III.

1988 – In February WUSS hosted the NSS Board of
Governors and the National Speleological Foundation
meetings on campus. Also in February six members of
WUSS accompanied Ronald Reagan Jr. to northern
Alabama to do a spot for ABC’s Good Morning America
which aired the 16th of February. The Ohio Cave
Protection Act, authored by WUSSes was passed by the
Ohio House and the Senate. The survey of Bat Cave
continued as wells as the survey of Zane Caverns in Logan
County, Ohio and selected caves in Boone National Forest
in Kentucky.
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CAVE PROTECTION ACT
Ohio Revised Code Chapter 1517, Sections 1517.21 to 1517.26
for the Protection of Cave Resources
Section 1
That section 1517.99 be amended and sections 1517.21, 1517.22, 1517.23,
1517.24, 1517.25, and 1517.26 of the Revised Code be enacted to read as
follows:
Section 1517.21 Definitions.
As used in sections 1517.21 to 1517.26 of the Revised Code:
(A) “Cave” means a naturally occurring void, cavity, recess, or system
of interconnecting passages beneath the surface of the earth or within a
cliff or ledge, including, without limitation, a grotto, rock shelter, sinkhole,
cavern, pit, natural well, pothole, or subsurface water and drainage system.
(B) “Cave life” means any life form that normally occurs in, uses, visits,
or inhabits any cave, except those animals that are included under Chapter
1531. or 1533. of the Revised Code.
(C) “Material” means:
(1) Any speleothem, whether attached or broken, found in a cave;
(2) Any clay or mud formation or concretion or sedimentary deposit
found in a cave;
(3) Any scallop, rill, or other corrosional or corrasional feature of a cave;
(4) Any wall or ceiling of a cave.
(D) “Owner” means any person having title to land in which a cave is
located.
(E) “Speleothem” means any stalactite, stalagmite, or other natural
mineral formation or deposit occurring in a cave.
(F) “Speleogen” means the surrounding material or bedrock in which a
cave is formed, including walls, floors, ceilings, and similar related structural
and geological components.
(G) “Sinkhole” means a closed topographic depression or basin generally
draining underground, including, without limitation, a blind valley,
swallowhole, or sink.
(H) “Gate” means any structure or device that is located in such a
manner as to limit, control, or prohibit access to or entry into a cave.
Section 1517.22 Declaration of Policy to Protect Caves.
The General Assembly hereby finds that caves are uncommon geologic
phenomena and that the minerals deposited in them may be rare and
occur in unique forms of great beauty that are irreplaceable if destroyed.
Also irreplaceable are the archaeological resources in caves, which are of
great scientific and historic value. It is further found that the organisms
that live in caves are unusual and of limited numbers; that many are rare,
threatened, or endangered species; and that caves are a natural conduit for
groundwater flow and are highly subject to water pollution, thus having
far-reaching effects transcending man’s property boundaries. It is therefore
declared to be the policy of the General Assembly to protect these unique
natural and cultural resources.
Section 1517.23 Responsibilities of the Chief of the Division of Natural
Areas and Preserves.
With the advice of the Ohio Natural Areas Council created under section
1517.03 of the
Revised Code, the chief of the Division of Natural Areas and Preserves
shall:
(A) Formulate policies and plans and establish a program incorporating
them for the identification and protection of the state’s cave resources and
adopt, amend, or rescind rules in accordance with Chapter 119. of the
Revised Code to implement that program;
(B) Provide technical assistance and management advice to owners upon
request.
Section 1517.24 Prohibitions.
Without the express written permission of the owner and, if the owner has
leased the land, without express written permission of the lessee, no person
shall:
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(A) Willfully or knowingly break, break off, crack, carve on, write on,
mark on, burn, remove, or in any other manner destroy, deface, mark, or
disturb the surfaces of any cave or any natural material that may be found
in any cave, whether attached or broken, including, without limitation,
speleothems, speleogens, and sedimentary deposits;
(B) Break, force, tamper with, or otherwise disturb any lock, door, gate, or
other device designed to control or prevent access to a cave;
(C) Remove, deface, or tamper with any posted sign giving notice against
unauthorized access to or presence in a cave or citing any of the provisions
of sections 1517.21 to 1517.26 or division (B) of section 1517.99 of the
Revised Code;
(D) Place refuse, garbage, dead animals, sewage, or toxic substances
harmful to cave life or humans in a cave or sinkhole;
(E) Burn within a cave or sinkhole any substance that produces smoke
or gas that is harmful to any naturally occurring organism in the cave or
sinkhole other than acetylene gas emission created by carbide lamps;
(F) Use any door, gate, or other device designed to control or prevent
access to a cave that does not allow free and unimpeded passage of air,
water, and naturally occurring cave life;
(G) Excavate or remove historic or prehistoric ruins, burial grounds, or
archaeological or paleontological sites found in a cave, including, without
limitation, saltpeter workings, relics, inscription, fossilized footprints, and
bones;
(H) Destroy, injure, or deface historic or prehistoric ruins, burial grounds,
or archaeological or paleontological sites found in a cave, including, without
limitation, saltpeter workings, relics, inscriptions, fossilized footprints, and
bones.Violation of this division is desecration under section 2927.11 of the
Revised Code.
(I) Remove, kill, harm, or disturb any cave life found within a cave.
Section 1517.25 Unlawful sale of speleothems.
No person shall sell or offer for sale speleothems collected from caves in
this state.
Section 1517.26 Limits of liability of cave owners.
Owners of land and, if the owner has leased the land, the lessee, are not
liable for injuries, mental harm, or death sustained by persons using
their land, including but not limited to cave resources, for recreational
educational, or scientific purposes if no charge has been made. By granting
permission for entry or use, the owner or lessee does not:
(A) Extend any assurance that the premises are safe for such purposes:
(B) Constitute to the permittee the legal status of an invitee or licensee to
whom a duty of care is owed;
(C) Assume responsibility for or incur liability for any injury to person or
property caused by an act or omission of a permittee except as provided in
this section.
(D) This section does not limit the liability which otherwise exists for:
(1) Willful or malicious failure to guard or warn against a dangerous
condition, use, or natural structure;
(2) Failure to guard or warn against a dangerous man-made structure,
fixture, or activity.
Section 1517.99 Penalties.
(A) Whoever violates section 1517.021 or 1517.051 of the Revised Code
shall be fined not less than twenty-five nor more than five hundred dollars
for a first offense; for each subsequent offense the person shall be fined not
less than two hundred nor more than one thousand dollars.
(B) Whoever violates section 1517.24 or 1517.25 of the Revised Code is
guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree.
Section 2
That existing section 1517.99 of the Revised Code is hereby repealed.

HISTORY
1989 – WUSS received the NSS Conservation Award
for its outstanding contributions to cave conservation at
the NSS annual meeting in Sewanee, Tennessee. The first
of three expeditions to Costa Rica by various WUSSes
occurred in late December. The survey of Bat Cave in
Kentucky was finally completed and the description and
map appeared in Pholeos, 9(2). The Zane Caverns survey
also was finished and appeared in Pholeos, 10(1).

study. Eleven grotto members were active in a three year
study funded by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
examining the biota and general ecological resources of
twenty-eight caves within the boundaries of the Hoosier
National Forest in southern Indiana. Work continued on
the survey of Canyon Cave in Kentucky.

1990 – Surveys of three caves in Kentucky were
completed: Ace Bowen Cave in Powell County, Well
Cave in Menifee County, and Ace Bowen Cave in Powell
County.

Scott Engle,Toby Dogwiler, Megan Porter, Annette Summers
Engle, and Dawn Fuller Kronk pictured in Canyon Cave, Carter
Co., Kentucky, January 9, 1993. Photo by H. Hobbs III.

1993 – Jeff Lapp (WUSS#0227) published his study on
amphipods in Bat Cave, Carter County, Kentucky and
Dawn Fuller (WUSS#0269) became the first Life Member
of WUSS.

1991 – In February survey work began on Canyon Cave
and Adams Creek Cave in Carter County, Kentucky.
Manuscripts
summarizing
anthropogenic
impacts on karst
systems were
published by
Kevin Simon
(WUSS#0221)
and Scott Engel
(WUSS#0186).
1992 – A two year
study funded by the
National Park Service
into assessing the
ecological resources
of caves in the Russell
Cave National
Monument, Alabama
was initiated. Nine
grotto members contributed to the
completion of this

Fuzzy Hole, Lawrence Co., Indiana,
October 31, 1992.
Photo by H. Hobbs III

Annette Summers Engle in Russell Cave,
Jackson Co., Alabma, December 16, 1993.
Photo by H. Hobbs III.
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1994 – WUSS had a bumper recruitment year with 43
new members, the most of any year to date! In addition
seventeen members of WUSS helped in a variety of ways
with a two year study of five species of cave-adapted
organisms from five caves in southern Ohio. Kevin Simon
received The James Mitchell Award for Best Student Paper
presented at the NSS Convention in Bracketville, Texas.

Devil’s Sinkhole, Edwards Co.,Texas, June 21, 1994
Photo by H. Hobbs III

Annette Summers Engle at Balcony Cave, Jackson Co.,
Alabama, December 18, 1993. Photo by H. Hobbs III.

1995 – WUSS celebrated it’s 15th anniversary with a
banquet at the Shouvlin Center on Wittenberg’s campus.
Howard Kronk, Terry Madigan, and Bill Stitzel were
presented with the Distinguished Service Award and
Horton Hobbs was given the Lifetime Achievement
Award. Efforts continued on the survey of Canyon Cave,
Carter Country, Kentucky.

1996 – Omohundro and Silvermine caves in Bath and
Carter counties, Kentucky, respectively, were surveyed and
their descriptions and maps appeared in Pholeos, 16(1&2).
Annette Summers Engel received The James Mitchell Award
for Best Student Paper presented at the NSS Convention.
Buterfly, Caverns of Sonora, NSS Convention 1994,
Sutton Co.,Texas, June 21, 1994. Photo by H. Hobbs III
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1998 – A third Wittenberg student and WUSS member,
Megan Porter, received The James Mitchell Award for Best
Student Paper presented at the NSS Convention. Many
WUSSes participated in the Ohio Valley Region of the
NSS sponsored karst conservation project at Freeland’s
Cave sinkhole in Adams County, Ohio. Small caves in
Carter County, Kentucky continue to be surveyed and five
WUSSes traveled to Andros Island, Bahamas to research
blue holes [results published in Pholeos, 18(1).

WUSSes in Colorado, 1996
1997 – WUSSes Horton Hobbs, Megan Porter, and
Kevin Simon presented research papers at the Karst Waters
Institute Conference: Conservation and Protection of
the Biota of Karst in Nashville, TN. In August Annette
Summers Engel, Scott Engel, Horton Hobbs, and Megan
Porter gave papers summarizing their research in caves at
the 12th annual International Congress of Speleology in La
Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland.

Bill Stitzel in Daryl’s Pit, Canyon Cave, Carter Co., Kentucky,
1997. Photo by H. Hobbs III.

1999 – The Rose Cave project in Indiana was continued
by several WUSSes and in April WUSSes, along with
other grottos, joined together to complete the cleanup
of Freeland’s Cave as part of the Ohio Valley Region’s
continued project. WUSS also participated in another
cleanup in Horse Cave, KY, pulling several tons of garbage
from Santa’s Sink in collaboration with the ACCA
(American Cave Conservation Association).
2000 – WUSS celebrated it’s 20th anniversary on the
Wittenberg campus with over 60 past and present WUSSes
in attendance. In addition, resurvey of Saltpetre Cave in
Carter County, Kentucky was initiated during the summer.
Surveys of New Property Pit and Surprise Dome Pit
both in Carter County, Kentucky were completed and
published in Pholeos 19, (1&2)

Beth Hagen at the entrance of Hourglass Cave, Carter
Co., Kentucky, April 8, 2000. Photo by H. Hobbs III.
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Wuss in the last five years ...
2001 – A survey of Copperhead Arch Cave, Carter Co.,
KY was completed in January of 2001 by Robbie Payn
(WUSS #0362), Horton Hobbs (WUSS #001), Matt
Hazelton (WUSS #0449), and Matt Beversdorf.
2002 – Members of the caving club, Wittenberg
University speleological society (WUSS), spent part of
winter break caving in Carter County in northeastern
Kentucky. Using a global positioning system (GPS),
they located more than 20 known caves and surveyed
1,200 feet of a cave. They also discovered two new caves
and logged the locations’ GPS data. They spent time in
southern Indian where club member Matt Hazelton ’02
studied the population of blind white crayfish.
2003 – During the 2003 NSS Convention in California,
two alumnae of Wittenberg and WUSS (both Ph.D.

students) received NSS Fellow Awards: Annette
Engel  (NSS #31319, WUSS #0244) at the Department
of Geological Sciences, University of Texas at Austin and
Megan Porter (NSS #38171, WUSS #0262) at the
Department of Zoology, Brigham Young University in
Provo, UT.
2004 – Surveys of KBH Cave, Sinus Cave, and Uvala
Cave all in Carter Co., KY were completed - and some
work was done on the ongoing survey of Canyon Cave,
Carter County, KY.
2005 – WUSSes celebrated their 25th anniversary in April.
WUSSes will be off to Japan. Club’s proposal was one of
two chosen for funding from the Freeman Grant, which
will support 10 WUSSes from Wittenberg to travel to

Update on Wittenberg University Speleological Society
Student Research Resulting in Publications (2001 – 2005)
Horton H. Hobbs III WUSS# 0001, NSS# 12386CM, FE, HM
As stated by Hobbs (2000), many students have
written grant proposals, been funded, and conducted
a variety of research projects since 1980. Not many of
these efforts required large sums of money yet all have
been the product of considerable effort by certainly more
individuals than just the author(s). It has been a common
practice to have the help of many fellow WUSSes when
a study was carried out, hopefully with all participants
having gained more than simply an opportunity to go
underground. Since the 20th anniversary of the WUSSes,
18 research articles concerning caves and karst have been
published as well as an additional 10 manuscripts that were
review articles. This brings the total number of published
studies conducted by WUSS members on karst projects to
94 and the total number of authors to 64 – not bad for a
quarter of a century of working in karst!
It has been a productive tradition that has been
established and, although every year has not produced a
great number of research projects, all have been valuable
learning experiences for students and hopefully the
tradition will continue well into the future. Listed in
alphabetical order below are the citations for all student
publications appearing since 2000, including those
published in this current issue of Pholeos (** indicates
research paper presented by student at scientific meeting).
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LAST FIVE YEARS
WUSS ALUMNAE/I
Lindsey McCullough & Adam Walker
- Traveled/worked with Sara O’Donnell
in Australia and New Zealand after
graduating in 2003 from Wittenberg.
- 16 Oct. 2004 – married in Virginia
- Both are in school at Mississippi State
University on Masters Degrees under Dr.
John Mylroie
Matt Beversdorf & Beth Hagen
- 6 July 2002 – married in Columbus, OH
- Beth received Masters from VPI&SU in
2004
- Matt received Masters from Miami
University (OH)
- Beth is enrolled in a Ph.D. program at
Arizona State in Tempe, AZ
- Living in Mesa, AZ
Laura Davis & Tim Clyne
- April 2004 – married in Chillicothe, OH
- December 2004 – Colton Lane Clyne
born.
Andy & Kelly Roberts
- 14 October 2000 – married
- Andy is an Assistant Professor at Newark
Campus of The Ohio State University
Annette Summer Engle & Scott Engle
- Annette received her Ph.D. from
University of Texas
- Annette is an Assistant Professor of
Geomicrobiology, Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, LA
Kevin Topke
- Working on a Masters Degree at
Mississippi State University under Dr.
John Mylroie
Katie Gogolin
- Received a Masters Degree in May 2004
- Working on a Ph.D. in Botany at
Colorado State University and living in
Fort Collins, CO.
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Sara O’Donnell
- Traveled and working with Lindsey
McCullough in Autralia and New Zealand
after graduating in 2003 from Wittenberg
University.
- Working on a Masters Degree in
Pharmacology at The Ohio State
University in Columbus, OH.
Ben Grostic
- Working in the Peace Corps in Panama,
Central America
Emily Kingsley
- Working on an M.D. at Wayne State
University.
Bill Schroeder
- Working on a D.O. at Ohio University in
Athens, OH.
Melissa Stewart
- Working on a D.O. at Philadelphia college
of OsteoMedicine, Philadelphia, PA.
Scott Maurer
- In his first year of Residency in Pediatrics
at the University of Washinton in Seattle,
Washington
Matt Hazelton
- Is a schoolteacher in Newark, Ohio.
Erin Athy
- Received her Masters Degree from Miami
University, OH.
Bryan Welch
- Working for the postal Service in
Lafayette, IN
- Will pursue dentistry at Indiana University
this coming Fall.
(Apologies to those who were omitted. Please send us
information on what you are doing and where you are!)

CAVES SURVEYED BY WUSS

Caves Surveyed by WUSS
1978 - 2005

(THC: Total Horizontal Cave
Cave

Issue 	County
Published

Ace Bowen Cave
Vol. 10(2)
Adams Creek Cave
Vol. 12(1)
Alpha Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Alpha Pit
Vol. 5(1)
Alpha Pit		
Bartlett’s Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Bat Cave
Vol. 9(2)
Bear Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Bell Cave
Vol. 7(1)
Black Crystal Cave
Vol. 7(1)
Black Run Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Buck Creek Blowing Cave I
Vol. 3(2)
Buck Creek Blowing Cave II
Vol. 3(2)
Buckskin Cave I
Vol. 1(1&2)
Buckskin Cave II
Vol. 2(2)
Canyon Cave		
Carcass Pit
Vol. 5(1)
Card’s Cave
Vol. 9(1)
Cascade Cave		
Cave Hill Cave		
Cave of the Springs
Vol. 3(1)
Cedar Fork Cave
Vol. 4(2)
Charelston Falls Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Charlie-Charlie Cave
Vol. 7(1)
Chesterland Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Chicken Cave
Vol. 6(2)
Cliff Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Cobble Crawl		
Constipation Cave
Vol. 18(1)
Cool James Cave
Vol. 10(2)
Coon-in-the-Crack-Cave I
Vol. 8(2)
Coon-in-the-Crack-Cave II
Vol. 8(2)
Copperhead Arch Cave		
Crevice Cave
Vol. 15(1)
Crystal Rock Cave
Vol. 7(1)
Dancing Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Dare Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Dead Air Cave		
Dead Cat Cave
Vol. 7(1)
Devil’s Den Cave
Vol. 2(1)
Devil’s Ice Box
Vol. 3(1)
Doan Brook Cave
Vol. 9(1)
Dry Bone Cave
Vol. 4(1)
Dry Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Ellison’s Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Extension Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Fairy Grotto
Vol. 3(1)
Fern Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Ferncliff Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Fool’s Rappell Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Fox Den
Vol. 7(1)
Fredritz Pit
Vol. 1(1&2)
Freeland’s Cave
Vol. 6(1)
Frost Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Funnel Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Fuzzy Coon Cave
Vol. 9(2)
Gator Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Giant Cricket Cavern
Vol. 7(1)
Great Cheddar Cave
Vol. 9(1)
Green Trail Cave
Vol. 18(1)
Green Trail Chasm
Vol. 6(2)
Hackleshin Cave
Vol. 4(1)
Hannah Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Harassment Cave
Vol. 15(1)
Hawk Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Hendricks Cave
Vol. 8(1)
Hidden Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Hogwaller Cave
Vol. 4(1)
Hole-In-The-Wall Cave
Vol. 3(2)

Powell Co.
Carter Co.
Highland Co.
Adams Co.
Carter Co.
Adams Co.
Carter Co.
Highland Co.
Seneca Co.
Erie Co.
Adams Co.
Clark Co.
Clark Co.
Ross Co.
Ross Co.
Carter Co.
Adams Co.
Geauga Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Highland Co.
Adams Co.
Miami Co.
Brown Co.
Geauga Co.
Hamilton Co.
Highland Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Erie Co.
Highland Co.
Highland Co.
Carter Co.
Erie Co.
Adams Co.
Highland Co.
Cuyahoga Co.
Pike Co.
Highland Co.
Highland Co.
Geauga Co.
Highland Co.
Adams Co.
Clark Co.
Highland Co.
Erie Co.
Wyandot Co.
Adams Co.
Pike Co.
Highland Co.
Menifee Co.
Highland Co.
Highland Co.
Portage Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Pike Co.
Pike Co.
Carter Co.
Adams Co.
Wyandot Co.
Highland Co.
Pike Co.
Highland Co.

TVC: Total Vertical Cave)

State Date Surveyed	THC (m)	TVC (m)
KY
21-Oct-1989
300.7
KY
1991
513
OH
10-Apr-1982
10
OH
5-Aug-1984		
KY
Sep-1986
6.83
OH
1-Mar-1981
25
KY
1983-1989
3,681
OH
27-Apr-1982
61
OH
12-Aug-1986
35
OH
14-Aug-1986
10
OH
3-Jul-1980
120
OH
21-Feb-1981
7.5
OH
21-Feb-1981
6
OH
26-Jun-1980
83
OH
26-Jun-1980
45
KY
1991-1997
3,258
OH
5-Aug-1984		
OH		
42.7
KY		
2485
KY
17-Jun-1905
165
OH
30-Dec-1981
246
OH
15-Jan-1984
210
OH
10-Jan-1981
25
OH
23-Jul-1986
5
OH
1982
28
OH
9-Feb-1986
13.2
OH
10-Apr-1982
11
KY
23-Aug-1986
262.93
KY
12-Sep-1998
22.6
KY
Jun-1990
743
KY
Aug-1987
212
KY
Aug-1987
127.4
KY
13-Jan-2001
101.1
KY
22-Feb-1994
22.1
OH
14-Aug-1986
94
OH
27-Feb-1982
66
OH
4-May-1982
18
KY
19-Sep-1986
109.98
OH
14-Aug-1986
5
OH
10-Jun-1980
130
OH
10-May-1982
9
OH		
15.2
OH
14-May-1982
42
OH
1-Apr-1978
70
OH
9-May-1982
9
OH
1982
29
OH
27-Jun-1982
9
OH
6-Jun-1980
18
OH
6-Jun-1980
11
OH
24-Apr-1983
7
OH
14-Aug-1986
7
OH
10-Jul-1980
10
OH
Nov-1985
708
OH
24-Jun-1980
180
OH
9-May-1982
31
KY
5-Nov-1988
118
OH
10-Apr-1982
14
OH
6-Aug-1986
9.5
OH		
30
KY
12-Sep-1998
20.8
KY
4-Oct-1985
10
OH
15-May-1982
83
OH
8-May-1982
33.2
KY
19-Feb-1994
32.3
OH
13-Feb-1982
15
OH
11-Apr-1987
56.6
OH
10-Apr-1982
4
OH
16-May-1982
82.7
OH
24-Apr-1983
2.3

6.5
15.9

5
20.8

10
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Cave

Issue 	County
Published

Horn Hollow Cave System
Vol. 5(2)
Hot Dog Cave
Vol. 9(1)
Ice Box Cave
Vol. 9(1)
Indian Trail Caverns
Vol. 2(2)
KBH Cave
Vol. 23(1)
Keith’s Fracture Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Kessler’s Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Kindt’s I Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Lake Cave
Vol. 7(2)
Laurel Cave
Vol. 2(1)
Leaning Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Lion’s Den
Vol. 7(1)
Liverwurst Cave
Vol. 7(1)
Long Rockhouse Cave
Vol. 14(1&2)
Loop Cave
Vol. 15(1)
Loop Cave
Vol. 7(2)
Lost Canyon		
Lost Comb Cave
Vol. 4(2)
Lost Pack Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Marble Cave
Vol. 3(1)
McKimie Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Mcousta Cave
Vol. 6(2)
Merrit Hollow Cave
Vol. 5(1)
Miami River Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Morrison’s Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Natural Bridge Cave
Vol. 10(1)
New Property Pit		
Old Homestead Affluent Cave		
Omohundro Cave
Vol. 16(1&2)
One-Shot Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Oscar Hole
Vol. 15(1)
Panther Cave
Vol. 9(1)
Peewee Cave
Vol. 7(2)
Phantom Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Pillar Cave
Vol. 6(1)
Preston Cave I
Vol. 2(1)
Preston Cave II
Vol. 2(1)
Preston Cave II
Vol. 2(1)
Pseudo Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Racoon Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Rat Cave
Vol. 6(2)
Reif ’s Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Rhododendron Pit
Vol. 5(1)
Roadside Cave
Vol. 15(1)
Robber’s Cave
Vol. 9(1)
Robinson’s Cave
Vol. 8(1)
Rose Cave		
Saltpetre-Moon Cave System
Vol. 4(1)
Scott Hollow Cave
Vol. 15(1)
Silvermine Cave
Vol. 16(1&2)
Simpson’s Cave
Vol. 2(2)
Sinus Cave
Vol. 23(1)
Skull Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
South Gorge Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Spider Cave
Vol. 3(2)
Spider Cave
Vol. 7(1)
Spider Hole
Vol. 15(1)
Sullivant’s Cave
Vol. 15(1)
Surprise Dome Pit		
Tanglewood Cave
Vol. 7(1)
Tepee Grotto
Vol. 3(1)
The Devil’s Den Fracture System
Vol. 9(1)
Thirty-Foot Pit
Vol. 5(1)
Thompson Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Tinker’s Cave
Vol. 6(1)
Trimmer’s Cave
Vol. 2(1)
Tunnel Cave
Vol. 3(1)
Underground River Cave
Vol. 1(1&2)
Uvala Cave
Vol. 23(1)
Via Cave
Vol. 2(2)
Well Cave
Vol. 11(2)
Wet Crevice Cave		
Witches Cave
Vol. 3(1)
X Cave
Vol. 4(2)
Zane Caverns
Vol. 10(1)
						
Total:
26,271.57 m				
86,192.82 ft.				
16.29 miles				
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Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Summit Co.
Wyandot Co.
Carter Co.
Clark Co.
Highland Co.
Ottawa Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Geauga Co.
Pike Co.
Adams Co.
Cumberland Co.
Adams Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Adams Co.
Adams Co.
Highland Co.
Highland Co.
Preble Co.
Adams Co.
Shelby Co.
Adams Co.
Powell Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Bath Co.
Highland Co.
Ross Co.
Medina Co.
Carter Co.
Highland Co.
Carter Co.
Adams Co.
Adams Co.
Adams Co.
Highland Co.
Highland Co.
Carter Co.
Ross Co.
Carter Co.
Adams Co.
Geauga Co.
Perry Co.
Martin Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Carter Co.
Clark Co.
Carter Co.
Ross Co.
Geauga Co.
Greene Co.
Highland Co.
Carter Co.
Adams Co.
Carter Co.
Brown Co.
Highland Co.
Portage Co.
Adams Co.
Miami Co.
Hocking Co.
Ross Co.
Highland Co.
Wyandot Co.
Carter Co.
Miami Co.
Menifee Co.
Carter Co.
Highland Co.
Carter Co.
Logan Co.

State Date Surveyed	THC (m)	TVC (m)
KY
Jan-1985
601
KY
16-Jul-1988
45.3
OH		
22.9
OH
11-Jul-1980
182
KY
26-Nov-2004
50.6
OH
10-Dec-1979
12
OH
1-Jul-1980
128
OH
14-Jul-1980
164
KY
1986
180
KY
23-Jan-1981
1,091
OH
1982
9.3
OH
7-Aug-1986
5.11
OH
5-Aug-1986
6.5
TN
26-Mar-1992
55
OH
8-Aug-1994
15.9
KY
1986
12.6
KY
2000
22.6
OH
8-Jan-1984
41
OH
12-Jun-1980
10
OH
10-Apr-1982
33
OH
27-Feb-1982
70.8
OH
26-Aug-1985
8.5
OH
4-Aug-1984
10
OH
10-Jan-1981
54
OH
2-Jul-1980
110
KY			
KY
2000
71
KY		
61.53
KY
10-Feb-1996
375
OH
9-May-1982
6
OH
8-Aug-1994
16.1
OH		
58
KY
1986
6.1
OH
10-Dec-1981
74
KY
1986
23
OH
11-Jun-1980
14
OH
11-Jun-1980
15
OH
11-Jun-1980
43
OH
10-Apr-1982
13
OH
10-Apr-1982
9
KY
1986
126.7
OH
27-Jun-1980
145
KY
5-Feb-1984
15
OH
8-Aug-1994
10.7
OH		
30.5
OH
9-Jul-1987
18.3
IN
1995-1997
1,180
KY
Jan-1983
3,005
KY
19-Feb-1994
77
KY
24-Feb-1996
253
OH
14-Feb-1981
16.5
KY
26-Nov-2004
89.9
OH
21-Jul-1980
54
OH
1982
8.8
OH
3-Feb-1979
9.9
OH
6-Aug-1986
7
KY
22-Feb-1994
18.6
OH
8-Aug-1994
6.8
KY
10-Sep-2000
16.1
OH
23-Jul-1986
34
OH
10-Apr-1982
10
OH		
352
OH
4-Aug-1984
15
OH
16-Apr-1978
15
OH
1986
20
OH
21-Jul-1980
38
OH
4-May-1982
6
OH
10-Jul-1980
31
KY
26-Nov-2004
20.2
OH
7-Apr-1978
25
KY
19-Aug-1990
894
KY
20-Sep-1986
158.19
OH
10-Dec-1981
55.5
KY
10-Feb-1984
343.4
OH
Dec-1989
466

9.3

8.9
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Subsurface Void Detection Using Electrical
Resistivity Ground Imaging (ERGI)
Michael J. Zaleha
Department of Geology,Wittenberg University

Introduction

Electrical resistivity ground imaging (ERGI) is a
relatively new technique for acquiring geologic profiles
of the shallow subsurface. Using four electrodes, ERGI
records currents that are injected into the ground and
induced voltages near the surface. Because electrical flow
propagates through the ground in all directions, surface
measurements provide information on the electrical
properties of materials at depth. In this case, the electrical
property that is calculated is the resistance to current
flow. By changing the electrode configuration along
a line, multiple measurements of currents and induced
voltages are made. These data are then used to reconstruct
the subsurface resistivity distribution using inversion and
forward modeling software. ERGI is sensitive to properties
of Earth materials such as rock or sediment composition,
grain size, water content (if any), and composition of
that water. For example, a gravel with pores that are
completely filled with water will exhibit low resistivity
because water is a good conductor of electrical current.
A similar gravel with air-filled pores will exhibit high
resistivity, air being a poor conductor of electrical current.
Relatively large air-filled voids, such as caves, should be
readily detectable. Previously unpublished studies have, in
fact, shown that ERGI is particularly useful at detecting
such voids. The purpose of this preliminary investigation
was to gain experience in using Wittenberg’s new ERGI
system to detect voids, and to evaluate the feasibility of
using the system for future studies involving members of
the Wittenberg University Speleological Society.

Methods

Resistivity surveys were conducted with a Super Sting
R1 IP resistivity meter and an array of 28 electrodes (both
made by Advanced Geosciences, Inc.). Although only
four electrodes are active at a given time, the Super Sting
system uses “smart” electrodes that are turned on and off
within the array to collect resistivity data using different
electrode configurations and, hence, collect data points at
different depths and distances along the profile. During

a single survey, 237 data points are collected. Stainless
steel stakes are driven several decimeters into the ground
and an electrode is attached to each. The electrodes are
arranged in a straight line and their spacing can be varied
from 0.5 m to 6 m. Resolution is equal to roughly half of
the electrode spacing. Depth of the profile is dependent
upon the type of array used, but is generally 20% of the
total length of the array. A high resolution survey typically
takes 45 minutes to run. Data can be downloaded to a
laptop computer in the field and processed within a matter
of minutes. The software ultimately produces a colorcontoured image of the resistivity data points.
Two surveys were conducted in Carter Caves State
Resort Park in northeastern Kentucky. The first survey
was conducted above a known cave that had been
manually surveyed previously (Coon-in-the-Crack Cave
I). The second survey was conducted between a pit
(Simpson’s Pit) and a sinkhole in an attempt to determine
whether a void connected the two. This survey also passed
directly downslope of the sinkhole.

Results

Coon-in-the-Crack Cave I was easily detected using
ERGI (Fig. 1, back cover). The air-filled void exhibits
very high resistivity and is readily differentiated from the
surrounding, lower-resistivity limestone. As is often the
case with resistivity anomalies, the precise location of
the cave boundaries are somewhat difficult to determine.
The manual survey of the cave indicates that, beneath
the line of the ERGI array, the cave is approximately 3-5
m wide, 1.5-2.1 m high, and essentially horizontal. This
corresponds with the highest resistivity area in the center
of the anomaly. Although the data modeling technique
does take into account surface topography, the slight
inclination of the cave to the left may, nonetheless, be
some influence of topography and may not be real. No
other features are evident on the image.
The second survey near Simpson’s Pit exhibits two
prominent areas of high resistivity (Fig. 2, back cover). The
first, near the center of the image, may be a void that is
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possibly on the order of 3-6 m wide and 1-2 m high. This
is an interesting feature because it is in line with Simpson’s
Pit and the sinkhole. Plans have been made to explore
Simpson’s Pit to determine if there is a lateral passage
at this depth. The second area of high resistivity, to the
right on the image, appears to be a void that is possibly
on the order of 3-5 m wide and 2 m high. This feature is
directly downslope of the sinkhole, a logical location for a
void given gravity-driven groundwater flow. Interestingly,
both anomalies occur at similar depths and appear to have
similar dimensions.

Conclusions

Consistent with previous studies, the above results
demonstrate that subsurface voids are readily detected
using ERGI. However, the precise location of void
boundaries are somewhat difficult to determine. ERGI
surveys have the potential to complement future cave
studies, such as determining if voids that narrow and
become impassable continue and/or enlarge beyond the
constriction.

Acknowledgments

I would like to thank Dr. Horton Hobbs III, Bill Stitzel,
Michele Maxson, Kevin Kissell, and Caleb Heimlich for
their assistance in the field.

All of us at WUSS would like to congratulate
Erick Twaite for taking the Gold Medal in
his weight class at the 2005 Crawl-A-Thon.
In Erick’s first squeeze box competition he
beat out his opponents by going through six
inches in less than two minutes. Erick is the
first WUSS to win in the new squeeze box at
Crawl-A-Thon; he is also the first WUSS to
sign the new box. Congratulations Erick!!

(above) Erick coming out of his winning six inch run.
(below) The new Crawl –A–Thon Squeeze Box
complete with abrasive rocks bolted to the ceiling.
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Neaphaenops and Pseudanophthalmus

A comparison of two troglobitic carabid beetles (Coleoptera: Carabidae)
by Ben Hutchins
Department of Biology
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, KY 42101
Two genera of carabid beetles inhabit the caves of
south central Kentucky, and while Pseudanophthalmus and
Neaphaenops may superficially be similar, they also possess
morphological and behavioral differences that allow them
to occupy different niches within the cave environment.
In this paper, I shall provide an introduction to both
similarities and differences between the morphology
of these two genera as well information about their
individual niches and behavior associated with their
ecological role. Furthermore, I will present some basic
ideas on how these two unique genera evolved to fulfill
this ecological role.
To understand the morphology and behavior of
Pseudanophthalmus and Neaphaenops, it is important
to understand the environmental pressures associated
with a wholly subterranean existence. The most
obvious condition is complete darkness and thus, no
photosynthesis. Since caves do not produce, all of the
nutrients essential for the survival of both Pseudanopthalmus
and Neaphaenops must come from outside the cave.
Another consequence of no light is that senses other
than sight must be relied upon and compensate for no
visual stimuli. Another factor associated with the cave
environment that is important to take into consideration
include a relatively constant temperature equal to the
mean annual epigean temperature (roughly 12 degrees
Celsius in the caves of south-central Kentucky) (Barr,
1967). The cave environment, in general, is relatively stable
when compared to terrestrial ecosystems, and as a result, is
a relatively low-stress environment. This, in conjunction
with limited food resources, often leads to certain features
that are common among troglobites (terrestrial obligate
cave dwellers) and stygobites (aquatic obligate cave
dwellers). Examples include an increase in tactile and
chemical senses while optic structures and pigmentation
are generally reduced, K strategy life histories, and low
fecundity (Christiansen, 1992). To varying degrees, both
Pseudanophthalmus and Neaphaenops show these and other
adaptations to the cave environment.

To the indiscriminant eye, Pseudanophthalmus
and Neaphaenops appear to be very similar. Both are
small (between 3 and 7mm, Neaphaenops being larger)
reddish brown predatory beetles belonging to the
family Carabidae. Furthermore, both genera are eyeless
and possess hypertrophied legs and antennae (Jeannel,
1920,1928; Erichson, 1844). These hypertrophied
appendages are an example of what is known as
troglomorphy. Troglomorphy is a condition common
among cavernicoles (cave dwelling organisms) and is,
in the case of hypertrophied appendages, a mechanism
by which the loss of sight is compensated for by the
increase in other senses (such as tactile senses). Both
Pseudanophthalmus and Neaphaenops are flightless although
this is a condition also seen in some surface carabids.
Behaviorally, both of these genera are successful predators
that are commonly observed in the caves of south
central Kentucky, and both genera are quite active when
compared with other troglobitic invertebrates that may be
less active in order to maximize their metabolic economy.
Advances in the molecular sciences also are revealing
similarities between Pseudanophthalmus and Neaphaenops
at the genetic level. Both Pseudanophthalmus spp. and
Neaphaenops have similar patterns of genetic variation
that occur significantly within individual populations as
opposed to between populations (Kane et al. 1991). In
both genera, H (representing heterozygosity) is equal to
0.094. Heterozygosity is a measure of the proportion of
genes that vary in an average individual (Merola, 1994).
What this means for Neaphaenops and Pseudanophthalmus
is that within isolated or semi-isolated populations of
these two genera, there is a level of natural variation
similar to the amount of variation expected in an epigean
population. Furthermore, there is little genetic difference
between isolated communities.
There are two probable explanations for the
similarities between Pseudanophthalmus and Neaphaenops.
The first of these explanations is common ancestry.
Barr (1985) proposed three stages of cave speciation for
cave dwelling beetles, the first of which began with a
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common ancestral beetle that lived above ground. This
ancestor slowly adapted to live in deep soil. As a result
of this, these ancestral beetles lost functional eyes and
melanin and gradually colonized caves. Eventually, as
the beetles became restricted to the cave environment,
gene flow became restricted until separate genera (such
as Pseudanophthalmus and Neaphaenops) emerged (Barr
and Holsinger, 1985). Questions remain, however, about
when gene flow became restricted in the evolution of the
troglobitic carabid beetles. It is possible that numerous
populations of the terrestrial or soil-dwelling (edaphobitic)
beetles became geographically isolated sometime in the
past, and only after isolation and speciation had occurred,
did convergent troglobitic characteristics develop in the
separate genera (Krekeler, 1959). Conversely, it is also
possible (although less likely, in my opinion) that the
different genera and subsequent species of troglobitic
carabid beetles arose from a common ancestor that had
already adapted to a troglobitic existence (Krekeler, 1959).
In this case, speciation would result from dispersal and/or
geographic isolation via dissection of a once continuous
habitat. Most likely, the actual mode of speciation between
Pseudanophthalmus and Neaphaenops exists somewhere in
between these two extremes.
Aside from common ancestry, another likely
explanation for morphological similarities between
Pseudanophthalmus and Neaphaenops that has previously
been alluded to exists. Convergent evolution is a
prominent force in the cave environment because of
caves’ relatively static condition and also because of similar
pressures that are applied to different cave organisms
such as no light, little moisture (for troglobites), and low
food supply. For all troglobites, these conditions would
favor organisms with reduced optic organs and pigments,
increased tactile or chemical senses, metabolic economy,
desiccation resistance, and K strategy life histories. While
this list could greatly be expanded upon, it illustrates why
troglomorphy is prevalent across different groups of cave
dwelling organisms. This also explains, at least in part,
how two genera of troglobitic beetles with potentially
no troglobitic common ancestor could likely undergo
convergent evolution and develop similar morphological
characteristics. Advances in genetics, evolutionary biology,
and taxonomy will likely shed more light on the role of
both common ancestry and convergent evolution in the
development of similarities between Pseudanophthalmus and
Neaphaenops.
Despite the existence of a common ancestor for
Pseudanophthalmus and Neaphaenops and likely convergent
evolution, significant differences between the two
genera exist. From a taxonomic perspective, one of the
most obvious differences lies in the number of species
present in each genus. In the eastern United States alone,
approximately 240 species are assigned to the genus
Pseudanophthalmus (Barr and Holsinger, 1985). Potential
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for the description of still new species also exists as a
number of undescribed species have been reported (Lewis,
1999). Only one species, N. tellkampfi, comprised of four
subspecies, is assigned to the genus Neaphaenops (Barr,
1979). Furthermore, while the genus Pseudanophthalmus
may be found throughout the eastern United States, no
single species of Pseudanophthalmus has a range as extensive
as N. tellkampfi which can be found from just south of the
Ohio River down to near the Tennessee border (Kane
and Brunner, 1986). The western extent of Neaphaenops
is delimited by the Big Clifty Sandstone while its eastern
limits correspond to the contact with the Salem and
Warsaw limestones (Kane and Brunner, 1986).
Aside from these taxonomic and geographic
differences between Neaphaenops and Pseudanophthalmus,
there is obvious morphological variation that exists
between the two genera that allow them to be
differentiated from one another. In his 1962 taxonomic
key, Barr uses a number of characteristics to separate
Neaphaenops from Pseudanophthalmus.
Size large (6.5-7.5mm); elytron with only two discal 		
		 punctures, the third, or posterior seta lacking;
		 frontal grooves not extended onto sides of head;
		 last segment of maxillary and labial palps much
		 shorter than penultimate segment....................
		 ........................................................Neaphaenops
Size smaller (3.3-6.0mm); elytron with 3 discal
		 punctures, each bearing a short, stout seta;
		 frontal grooves extended onto sides of head;
		 last segment of maxillary and labial palps sub
		 equal to penultimate segment ...............................
		 ...............................................Pseudanophthalmus
These morphological differences make Neaphaenops
and Pseudanophthalmus easily distinguishable from one
another without the need for any special tools. However,
the differences discussed so far shed little light on how
Neaphaenops and Pseudanopthalmus can coexist in the same
cave systems without significant interspecific competition.
The key to this dilemma lies in differences in behavior and
habitat utilization. The foraging habits of these two genera
determine suitable habitat for each, and it is because each
beetle has very different foraging habitats that there is
little competition for microhabitat and food resources.
Pseudanophthalmus is an opportunistic predator that feeds
on smaller troglobitic organisms such as the collembolan
species Sinella and Arrhopalites. Because its prey is confined
to areas where food is readily available, Pseudanophthalmus
is generally found on muddy or silty stream banks or
cricket guano piles (Sutton, 1995). Because these habitats
are patchily distributed, Pseudanophthalmus may also be
found traveling between these organic-rich patches in
search of prey (Kane and Poulson, 1976).
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Whereas Pseudanophthalmus is an opportunistic
predator, Neaphaenops is a highly specialized predator
feeding almost exclusively on cave cricket (Hadenoecus
subterraneus) eggs. Because the cave cricket feeds outside
of the cave, it is not restricted to the damp, organic-rich
areas that confine Pseudanophthalmus prey. Instead of this
patchy spatial distribution, the cave cricket is widespread
throughout the cave environment but may exhibit a
patchy temporal distribution. Hadenoecus subterraneus lays
its eggs in drier sandy habitats, and it is in these areas that
Neaphaenops can commonly be found foraging or feeding
on eggs and first instar nymphs (Kane and Poulson, 1976).
Observations have been made of Neaphaenops feeding on
other prey such as spiders and dipterans, but this is rare
and these prey are generally larger than Pseudanophthalmus
prey (Kane and Poulson, 1976). Both Neaphaenops and
Pseudanophthalmus populations are affected by the relative
abundance of their food sources, becoming less common

when food is scarce. In general, however, Neaphaenops
is usually the more common of the two genera in areas
where both are present. It is because these two genera
occupy different ecological niches in the cave environment
and make use of different food sources and microhabitat
that they can successfully coexist.
Thanks to the work of researchers like Thomas Barr
and the late Thomas Kane, both the similarities and
differences between the morphology, ecology, and behavior
of Pseudanophthalmus and Neaphaenops have been well
documented. However, as advances in genetics and ecology
are made and increased exploration of caves continues,
more questions about how these beetles have evolved to
exist successfully in the current niches they occupy will
undoubtedly arise. Species currently undescribed need
to be studied and further insights into the evolution and
origins of these two genera will be made.
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Looking for aquatic organisms in
Laurel Cave, Carter County,
Kentucky. Photo by H. Hobbs III.

Molting cricket in Coon-inthe-Crack Cave I, Carter County,
Kentucky. Photo by H. Hobbs III.
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Echolocation
in Bats
by Colleen Keppel

Abstract
Bats use echolocation, or biological
sonar, to navigate and hunt in dark,
otherwise inaccessible, cave passages. All
species of Microchiroptera and a few
Megachiroptera are known to echolocate. The
concept of echolocation emerged through the early
studies of Spallanzani and Jurine in the 1790s and the
later experiments of Griffin and Galambos in the 1930s
and 1940s. Pitch or frequency, loudness, and intensity all
play a role in measuring the echolocation calls of a bat.
Echolocating bats collect a great deal of information about
an object by evaluating the time between their original
signal and the returning echo. Bats have developed
specifications to increase their operational range as well as
to avoid self-deafening.
Echolocation, or biological sonar, is the usage of
echoes of sounds produced from an animal to detect
objects in its course. Bats use echolocation in caves to
locate obstacles and when combined with flight, pursue
prey in otherwise inaccessible places (Fenton et al. 1995).
Echolocation is an active process of orientation because
it produces signals as opposed to passive systems that use
the eyes, ears, or nostrils to receive accessible information
(Fenton 2001).
Primitive ancestors to the modern bat are known
to have been small, nocturnal gliders of the forest that
determined their surroundings by using echolocation.
Through evolution, bats substituted stronger tonal signals
to allow the hunting of flying insects within the subcanopy
of the forest (Fenton et al. 1995). Bats eventually
developed the lifestyle in a cave as “the evolution of flight
and echolocation opened opportunities for a nocturnal
lifestyle in largely predator-free habitats, including many
unexploited food resources such as insects and arthropods,
small vertebrates, blood, fruit, nectar, and pollen” (Kunz
and Racey 1998).
The earliest known “complete bat” (that is, capable
of both echolocation and flapping flight) or Chiroptera
dates back to the early Eocene (49-53 million years ago)
(Speakman 2001). The modern bat can be organized
into two suborders, the Megachiroptera and the
Microchiroptera (Fenton et al. 1995). The Megachiroptera,
or ‘big bats,’ consist of the Old World fruit bats and the

Microchiroptera, or ‘small bats,’ include the insectivorous
bats (Richardson 2002). Among these bats, all 760
species of the Microchiroptera (Kunz and Racey 1998)
are recognized as echolocators along with two species
(Egyptian Fruit Bats and possibly Dog-faced Bats) of the
Megachiropterans. Although vision to most echolocating
bats is rather insignificant, they still use their eyes and are
able to see quite well with them (Finlayson and HamiltonSmith 2003). Other echolocators include toothed whales,
porpoises, dolphins, killer whales, some shrews, rats, pack
rats, some seals, and humans (Fenton 2001).
Human discovery of the echolocation in bats
originated with the Italian scientist, Lazzaro Spallanzani
in 1793. Fascinated by the way animals could make their
way through the dark, he began to carry out studies with
the Swiss biologist Charles Jurine involving bats and their
ability to “see” in the dark through their ears. Spallanzani
noticed no effect on a bat’s flight after blinding them,
however, observed devastating effects when the hearing
was seriously damaged. The distinction of the external
ears, or pinnae, implies the importance of the ears in
Microchiroptera (Fenton 2001). Even though Spallanzani
found clear evidence to support his theory that bats used
their ears to replace the eyes when conducting their flight,
others rejected his claims and practically forgot about the
issue (Griffin 1959).
Nearly 140 years later this phenomenon was finally
solved. Experiments performed by Donald Griffin and
Robert Galambos expanded the concept of echolocation
by introducing the contribution of the bats’ emission of
sounds. They conducted studies on little and big brown
bats (Myotis lucifugus and Eptesicus fuscus) of northeastern
United States (Pollak and Casseday 1989). These sounds
were previously inaudible to humans but through a device
developed by a Harvard physicist, G. W. Pierce, these highfrequency sounds could now be detected (Griffin 1959).
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Griffin coined the term “echolocation” at this time (Pollak
and Casseday 1989).
Many features of sound are used to assess echolocation.
Pitch or frequency along with loudness and intensity
measure a bat’s echolocation signals. Pitch or frequency
is usually calculated in kilohertz (kHz) where one kHz is
one thousand cycles per second or 1000 Hertz (Fenton
2001). The echolocation calls of bats range from less than
20 kHz (audible to humans) to ultrasonic (anything above
20 kHz is inaudible to humans) up to 200 kHz (Fenton
et al. 1995). Loudness is how a signal is perceived by the
listener while the intensity is the objective amount of the
sound’s energy or power in decibels or dB (Fenton 2001).

Microchiropterans are manufactured in the larynx, close
to the auditory bullae and released from either the open
mouth or nostrils (Fenton et al. 1995). This is why
photographs of a bat in flight are always shown with the
bat’s mouth open (Fig. 2) (Griffin 1974). The Egyptian
Fruit Bats of the Megachiropterans use tongue clicks to
echolocate. Bats accumulate information about their
target by the power spectra of the echolocation call and
its returning echo. The power spectrum (Fig. 3) signifies
the energy distribution across the signal frequencies
(Fenton 2001). By comparing the time between pulse
and echo, bats are supplied with “information about the
presence, location, and structure of prey, usually insects.
Echolocating bats can assemble a
multidimensional picture of their
surroundings and comparisons
between pulses and their
echoes alert the echolocation
to change in target position and
orientation” (Fenton et al. 1995:
232). Simply put, if it is large,
they will go around it and if it is
small and moving, they will do
their best to eat it (Moore and
Sullivan 1997).
Figure 2. Bat in flight with open
mouth (Griffin 1974).

Figure 1. An echolocating bat
(Bat Species: Natural History 2002).
A bat can identify the distance to an object by gauging
the time between the initial signal and its echo (measured
in milliseconds or ms) (Fig. 1). Echolocation performed
in the air is a generally short-range procedure because
air absorbs sound, especially the high-frequencies of an
echolocating bat (Fenton 2001). Echolocation signals are
usually quick pulses, going on from less than 1 ms to about
50 ms. Pulse intervals range from less than 5 ms to more
than 100 ms which means the pulse rates of repetition are
200 s-1 to 10 s-1 (Fenton et al. 1995).
The bandwidth of a signal represents the range
of frequencies in echolocation pulses (Fenton 2001).
Broadband signals include a large range of frequencies
while the narrowband echolocation calls have focused
energy on a smaller and sometimes single frequency range.
An echolocation signal is either produced at a low or high
duty cycle depending on how long the signal is created or
“on” (Fenton et al. 1995).
The two main components of echolocation are the
production and transmission of signals and the gathering
of their echoes (Fenton 2001). The acoustic signals of
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Bats that go after flying insects
emit much more intense calls than those who seek prey
on surfaces. This use of stronger signals increases the
operational range of echolocation for bats seeking airborne
prey. Several species in the families Rhinopomatidae,
Emballonuridae, Rhinolophidae, Hipposideridae,
Vespertilionidae, and Molossidae increase their operational
range even more by making extended, powerful signals
that have an energy concentration in a narrow range
of frequencies. As an echolocating bat closes in on its
flying prey, it changes the rates of pulse manufacture and
pulse strategy (Fenton et al. 1995). By combining both
narrowband and broadband elements, bats can attain
both distance and accuracy while closing in on an insect
(Fenton 2001).
As bats apply the time in between a pulse and its echo
to determine distances, self-deafening complicates the
process of echolocation. Self-deafening, an operational
difficulty in bat echolocation, occurs when the stronger
original pulses cover up the weaker returning echoes.
Approaches to avoid self-deafening include separating
pulse and echo in time or in frequency. In the low duty
cycle method of Separation in Time, there are short
pulses and moderately long inter-pulse intervals. The
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high duty cycle technique of Separation in Frequency
involves the Doppler Effect. Species in the Rhinolophidae
and Hipposideridae as well as Pteronotus parnellii in the
Mormoopidae are able to endure the overlap between
powerful pulses and their weaker echoes (Fenton et al.
1995).
Despite the disadvantage of possible prey of bats and
predators of bats knowing their location, echolocation
greatly benefits bats (Fenton 2001). Through the evolution
of flapping flight and echolocation, bats have the ability to
operate in otherwise inaccessible spaces.
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Description of a Small, Horizontal Cave
in Carter County, Kentucky
by Horton H. Hobbs III (WUSS #0001, NSS #12386 HM, CM, FE)
and Kristen Baughman (WUSS #0464, NSS # 48494)

Uvula Cave is one of many small karst features located
on the north side of Smoky Valley Lake in Carter Caves
State Resort Park, Carter County, northeastern Kentucky.
Like most of these diminutive caves, it displays joint
control, has a smooth ceiling and walls, thus displaying its
phreatic origin, and has very little vertical development
over its total horizontal length of well less than100 meters.
Its entrance lies east of Sinus (see description in this
volume), Loop, Counter Loop, and Root caves.
The name of this cave comes from the small but
prominent remnant of a stalactite/flowstone speleothem
that hangs immediately in front of the cross-bedded
limestone overlying and just outside of the entrance
(Figure 1). This feature, when viewed from outside of the
cave, resembles the small pendant fleshy lobe inside the
mouth at the back of the palate of humans.
The entrance to Uvula Cave is situated in an
undercut, 3m deep by 7m wide alcove at the base of a
limestone cliff overlooking Smoky Valley Lake to the
south and measures 0.9m wide by 0.7m high (Figure 1),

these dimensions hinting at the continued nearly uniform
small passage within. A few roots were observed on the
east (right) side of the dry clay, dusty, entrance crawlway
and many mosquitoes and a discid terrestrial snail were
noted. The crawlway extends for approximately 9m and
then turns abruptly to the west (left) (Figure 2). About

Figure 2. Crawl way passage immediately north of Cricket
Dome.

Figure 1. Entrance to Uvula Cave with prominent uvula-like
speleothem.
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one meter before the passage turns, a small dome (Cricket
Dome – see map) overlies the crawlway and houses
numerous crickets (both Hadenoecus cumberlandicus Hubbell
& Norton. and Ceuthophilus sp.). Scutigera coleoptrata
(Linnaeus)(centipede), Meta ovalis (Gertsch)(spider),
Pseudotremia carterensis (Packard)(pigmented millipede),
and Leiobunum longipes Weed (opilionid - daddy long-legs)
were other fauna observed in the cave during the survey
conducted 27 November 2004.
After the first 9m section, the crawlway continues to
the west with a gentle uphill slope where roots are present
and approximately 7m from Cricket Dome a small cluster
of speleothems (Figure 3) appears in a tiny recess on
the south (left) side of this comparatively wide, dampest
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Figure 3. Small speleothems (column, stalactite) on south wall,
approximately 7m west of Cricket Dome.

Figure 4. One of the widest sections of the cave and location
where passage constricts.

(moist clay floor), and highest (0.8m above the entrance)
section of the cave. The floor slopes down gently and
approximately 1.5m from the speleothems, the passage
becomes narrower (Figure 4) and turns slightly to the right
(northwest). An upslope crawl brings one to a minor bend
to the left where the floor becomes level for about 1.5m.
The dry, mud floor then slopes downward to the terminus
and widest section of the cave where a gnarly speleothem
hangs from the ceiling and partially blocks the passage
(Figure 5). The floor of this final section rises steeply and
the passage becomes too small for further progress at a
distance of 20.2m (66.3 feet) from the entrance. There are
no side branches or water inputs into this cave and no air
flow was detected on the date surveyed.
Figure 5. Terminal section of cave where gnarly speleothem
partially blocks the passage.
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KBH Cave
Michele Maxson,WUSS #515 , NSS #53048
Kevin Kissell,WUSS #530, NSS #54578
Caleb Heimlich,WUSS #539, NSS #55745
Rachel Horowitz,WUSS #531

Figure 1. Bill Stitzel at entrance of KBH Cave, Carter County, Kentucky.
Photo by H. Hobbs III.
KBH Cave is located south-southeast of Smokey Lake
in Carter Caves State Resort Park. The entrance is on the
flank of a ridge and is distinctively canyon-like (Figure 1).
The floor of the cave consists primarily of sand and silt
with no active stream and only a few drip areas. This cave
is best described as a single canyon passage, remaining taller
than wide until the end of Fox Trap Canyon is reached.
Here the passage changes dramatically and becomes
shorter than wide, continuing as a small belly crawl for
approximately 24 meters before becoming too low for
human passage, some 26.4 meters from the entrance.

When this cave was surveyed on 26 November 2004,
several biota were noted. Those included the crickets
Ceuthophilus sp. and Hadenoecus cumberlandicus along with
an unidentified harvestman and small Diptera (flies). This
cave has a few small, dormant speleothems including
flowstone, rimstone dams (remnants of previously flowing
water), and stalactites. The name of the cave comes from
the first name initials of Katie Schneider (NSS# 52155)
of the University of Maryland, Bill Stitzel (WUSS# 0132,
NSS# 27643), and Horton Hobbs (WUSS# 0001, NSS#
12386HM, CM, FE) who initially entered the cave during
January 2004.
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Figure 2. KBH Cave, Carter County, Kentucky.
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Caving with Radon - Know your Limit
Erick L.Twaite
WUSS# 540

Radon was discovered in Germany in 1900 by F.E.
Dorn, though it was not officially named radon until 1928.
It is the heaviest of all gasses and so it often accumulates in
low areas with little air movement. It is present in all fifty
states of the continental US as well as most of the world,
and is produced by the breakdown of uranium in rocks
such as granite, gneiss, schist, and especially shale. High
risk areas for radon accumulation are caves and basements
of houses, and other areas with poor air circulation,
especially if the soil is very porous, like silt or sand, as it
can trap radioactive particles as well. Radon is present
naturally outdoors at a level of approximately 0.2 pCi/L
(picocuries per liter of air), which causes an estimated
one to three deaths per thousand, and is equivalent to the
risk of twenty chest x-rays per year. When levels reach
approximately 4 pCi/L, the EPA recommends that steps
be taken to reduce the levels of radon in the area. This is
equivalent to five times the risk a nonsmoker would have
of contracting lung cancer and is believed to account for
thirteen to fifty deaths per thousand. In Europe, action
is not recommended until levels reach 10 pCi/L, which
is equivalent to the risk a person who smoked a pack of
cigarettes per day would experience, and is believed to
cause anywhere from thirty to one hundred and twenty
deaths per thousand (Nuhfer 1993).
Radon accounts for roughly 45% of the average
radiation received by Americans, making it the largest
single source of radiation exposure. It is also second
only to smoking for causing lung cancer, thus making
any smokers in an area with a high radon concentration
at extremely high risk for lung cancer. The reason it
causes lung cancer so effectively is that as radon decays, it
produces two kinds of polonium which are solid and easily
attach to small air born particles and are inhaled, where
they get lodged in the lungs. However, they are not carried
further in the body, and appear to have a considerable
effect on the lungs only. It is hard to get a reading on
the true risk to home owners who are exposed to radon
however, since most studies are done on miners. This
introduces several elements that can confuse the data, since
the miners are often smokers as well, greatly increasing
their risk of lung cancer, and also inhale lots of rock dust
or other possible carcinogens to which most home owners

would not be exposed.
The levels of radon in caves fluctuate constantly
with everything from weather to the seasons. As the
seasons change some caves “breathe,” meaning that the
difference in air temperature creates pressure differences
that cause air to be drawn into or blown out of the cave.
This movement of air helps to reduce the level of radon
that has accumulated in areas of the cave that usually
remain still. Because of this, levels of radon in a particular
cave can range anywhere from practically nonexistent, to
levels such as Giants Hole in Derbyshire, England, which
could cause a person to reach the annual dose of radiation
allowed for radiation workers by the United Kingdom in
only six hours, the length of a single caving trip (Gillieson
1996). Another extreme example is of the Peak District in
Britain. Its levels of radon fluctuate from a minimum of 9
Bq m-3 (Becquerel, one disintegration per second) all the
way up to a maximum of 46, 080 Bq m-3( Gillieson 1996).
While anyone can be at risk from radon simply
by being in an area with low air movement known to
produce radon gas, cavers and miners must be particularly
cautious. The average caver, spending roughly fifty hours
per year caving would have a risk of dying from lung
cancer in the range of 1 in 12,500. However, a caver who
makes their career out of caving, spending 600 hours or so
in caves has a greatly increased risk of premature death due
to lung cancer, 1 in 1,000 (www.cavingireland.org). In
order to help cavers keep track of the levels of radiation
they have been exposed to, handheld radiation detection
equipment is developing to keep cavers in the know on
their radiation dosage. This device, called Rad Alert, “has
an ABS plastic case… velcro flapped holster… water tight
container used to keep it dry in the cave pack during
wet caving” (Crystal 1992). It also can provide a constant
readout of the level of radiation in the area on its LCD
screen, and sounds an alarm when a set level is reached.
Radon can occur in many different types of rocks but
is found most often in granite, shale, gneiss, schist, volcanic
rocks, and various faulted rocks (Gates and Gunderson
1992). These rocks often are high in uranium, which
decays to create radon. Radon also is found frequently in
the till left behind by glaciers. This can account for radon
being present in places that do not necessarily have rocks
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normally associated with it. However, this causes the radon
to rise in unpredictable places since it is forced along
different channels by the broken rock instead of being
evenly distributed across the entire surface, as seen in more
homogeneous sections of soil and bedrock. Radon also
can be absorbed by water, allowing it to be transported up
wells and into water systems. Because of this, it is necessary
to have ways of testing for the presence of radon. Two
such methods are the charcoal canister and an alpha track
detector. A charcoal canister is a quick and easy way to get
a general idea of the levels of radon in an area. It takes only
four days to get a result, but is not very useful due to the
way radon levels can fluctuate with season and weather.
The other test, an alpha track detector, takes at least three
months to get data, and can be left to gather data for a
full year. These are helpful for finding the levels of radon
present year round in caves and crawlspaces.
Radon has no biological value currently known
and it seems to act as any other toxin or pollutant in an
environment. It has roughly the same effect on animals as
it does on humans. Tests done in lab rats show evidence
of radon induced lung cancer, tumors, and even damage
done to kidneys, liver, and other soft tissues (Anonymous
1995). However, only lung cancer has been observed to
occur in humans as a result. It also appears that radon gas
has no effect on unborn children or animals. It seems to be

equally carcinogenic in some way to all animals tested so
far.
In order to reduce the impact of radon on residential
areas, devices known as radon traps can be installed and,
in bad enough cases, are required to be installed to vent
the gas into the air to stop it from accumulating to unsafe
levels. However, they would not be very effective in caves,
since the distance the gas would need to travel to escape
would be too great. Though it is possible to alter the air
flow of the cave itself, doing so can often cause more
damage to the cave ecosystem than leaving the radon gas
in, and so is not usually done. The safest and easiest way is
simply to close off the cave to the public during periods of
high radon concentration, or close off access to the public
permanently if it is constantly at dangerous levels.
Radon is present in virtually every place on earth
at low levels, and even areas with highly concentrated
amounts of radon can be dealt with safely. Avoid caving
in areas with high levels of radon, install radon traps if
living in areas with high radon concentrations, and have
tests done to ensure that radon is at safe levels. Regulate
tourist activity in caves known to have high radon levels
to prevent them from receiving too much exposure
unknowingly. Though all of the effects of exposure to
radon are not proven yet, some simple safety guidelines
and a cautious attitude can keep both caves and cavers safe.
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A description of Sinus Cave, a small cave in
Carter Caves State Resort Park,
Carter County, Kentucky
Caleb Heimlich,WUSS #539, NSS #55745
Michele Maxson,WUSS #515, NSS #53048
Kevin Kissell,WUSS #530, NSS #54578
Rachel Horowitz,WUSS #531

Sinus Cave is located on the northern shore of
Smokey Lake which lies on Carter Caves State Resort
Park property in Carter County, KY. Sinus Cave gets its
name from the appearance of its entrance which has two
distinct windows (and one smaller one formed from a
pile of breakdown) that resemble a nasal passage or sinus
cavity. The cave consists of low crawling passages with
no active water movement and a floor of primarily silt
and sand. There are a few older and inactive speleothems
and rimstones as well as a couple active formations with
calcite deposits within 10-12 meters of the entrance. We
observed a number of large adult orb weaving spiders,
Meta ovalis (Gertsch), as well as their egg sacs and active
juveniles. In addition, there were numerous cave crickets,
representative of both Hadenoecus cumberlandicus Hubbell
and Ceuthophilus sp., and a sole Pipistrelle Bat, Pipistrellus
subflavus (Cuvier).
Sinus Cave travels in a roughly west-northwest
direction and has a total surveyed horizontal length of

Photo by C. Heimlich.

Photo by H. Hobbs III.
89.9 meters. There were two surveyed bifurcations in the
passage, both of which reconnect. At the first split two
passages run mostly parallel for approximately 12 meters
before again joining. Traveling about one meter down the
left passage after the first split there is window connecting
the two parallel passages, which is the easiest route from
one to another. If one continues down the left passage
he/she will soon find out whether those squeezebox
skills have any real life application. If instead you pass
through the window you find yourself in the larger right
passage boasting a luxurious three meter width. However,
persevering down the right passage soon rewards the
caver with a belly crawl once again which continues to
decrease in height. About 35 meters from the entrance is
the second, and significantly smaller, split. The right hand
passage makes a six meter diversion before connecting
back to the main passage. In this area of the cave there
is a noticeable change in temperature. In this small
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diverted passage is a small elliptical tube of about 12-15
centimeters in diameter which blows cold air. Given that
the temperatures outside the cave on the date of survey
were near or below freezing, this air is presumed to be
sidetracked from the surface (possibly through nearby Lake
Cave?) as well as a contributor to the drop in temperature.
Approximately 12 meters past the small loop passage there
is a third bifurcation visible, but unreachable due to the
low ceiling height. The visible ends to this last split were
approximately 5 meters left and 11 meters straight on from
the point of constriction.

Photo by C. Heimlich.
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Adaptation in Cavernicoles
by Brittney Dye

Abstract: This paper focuses on adaptation of cavedwelling organisms to their environment. The history of
this research can be traced back to Charles Darwin. There
are many hypothesized causes for this adaptation in these
organisms. Two of the most common fauna studied in this
area are Astyanax mexicanus and Gammarus minus. There
are certain traits that are indicative of these specialized
cave dwellers, these include but are not limited to reduced
metabolism, increased sensory structures, neoteny, loss of
pigmentation, and altered reproductive cycles. There is a
debate that has been perpetuated for years as to whether
these adaptations are a result of neutral mutation or
natural selection. Genetics is a developing field that has
helped to clarify many mysteries about these organisms.
In conclusion, the future is wide open for research in this
field.
Cave species have long been object to study and
curiosity because of their unique traits. They exhibit
specific characteristics that surface-dwelling organisms do
not. These traits, or specific adaptations of cavernicoles,
are a subject under heavy debate and study. These
organisms also are objects of mass curiosity because of
the mystery that surrounds them. This mystery exists
because troglomorphy in cave organisms is a relatively
unstudied subject. This is due to many factors. Cavedwelling organisms are hard to study because they do
not fair very well in laboratory settings. It is difficult
to mimic a cave environment and their long lives and
minimal reproductive rates make it a challenge to study
them (Culver et al. 1995). Also, it is a complex task to
differentiate between solely different species and evolved
characteristics from surface species. Even if one does find
a new cave species, it is difficult to prove that they formed
as a result of evolution or adaptation because of the
unsystematic distribution of their ancestors. The ancestor
of a cave species may exist several hundred kilometers
from the location of its subterranean counterpart (Culver
et al. 1995). Still, science has persevered and there are
thousands upon thousands of discovered species that are
specifically adapted to cave life. Some of these include
the Astyanax mexicanus fish that can be directly traced to
the above ground species of characid fish in Mexico. This
species could possibly be described as one of the most
studied cavernicoles in existence (Moore and Sullivan

1997). This paper will focus on the adaptations that cave
species have acquired over time to their environment and
the theories surrounding this adaptation, including neutral
mutations and natural selection.
History of the study of adaptation and evolution
in animals, including cavernicoles, started with Charles
Darwin. Darwin argued that these characteristics
that were observed in cave species were not a result of
mutations through ancestors, but in fact a result of natural
selection (Culver et al. 1995). In his now famous work,
On the Origin of Species, Darwin included mention of his
studies of cave species in all editions of the work. One
problem, however, with Darwin’s conclusion was that he
assumed that the common characteristic of blindness in
cavernicoles was simply a result of disuse which is now
know to be untrue (Culver et al. 1995). Darwin’s theories
on the evolution of cave organisms can be described in
four steps: first the “immigration;” then the “degeneration,”
or the lack in development of eyes due to disuse; then
“inheritance,” or the progression of these characteristics to
the offspring; and finally “compensation,” or the growth
of additional traits due to natural selection (Culver et al.
1995). The next theorists on the evolution of cavernicoles
adopted what has come to be called the Lamarkian view.
This view hypothesized that the organisms changed by
aspects that were internal to the organism, not due to
the environment (Culver et al. 1995). This analysis can
again be summarized in a four step process as follows:
“immigration,” modeled after Darwin’s; “degeneration,”
or a slowness in development; “inheritance,” where
these patterns of characteristics are passed on to future
generations, and finally “compensation,” the elaboration
of characteristics in response to the acceleration of
development that is neccesary due to the environment
(Culver et al. 1995). In opposition to this view is the
Packard hypothesis which theorized that the traits
exhibited by cavernicoles were environmentally induced
(Culver et al. 1995). In the same four step process format,
the “immigration” and “degeneration” steps are similar
to the Lamarkian view, but the third step and the fourth
step are reversed, so that the “compensation” is developed
before the traits are passed on to future generations (Culver
et al. 1995).
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There are many factors that affect this morphology of
cavernicoles, and many theories to the causes. If there is
any interbreeding between the surface species and the cave
species, genetic changes cannot occur (Moore and Sullivan
1997). Thus there is ample evidence that these changes
occur during large climatic shifts. These alterations in the
climate kill off the surface species, but the cave species,
in their relatively constant environment remain (Moore
and Sullivan 1997). There are many conjectured causes
of these alterations in cave organisms. These results have
been attributed to causes as simple as adaptation to the
environment to “correlated responses” (Culver et al.
1995). There has been a fierce debate between scientists
about the fact that the traits in these organisms have
both been developed and reduced almost simultaneously.
Therefore, in addition to the former causes, the reduced
characteristics also have been attributed to neutral
mutation and differential migration: that the organisms
wandered into the cave and the surface evolution was
not expressed in them (Culver et al. 1995). There are still
studies going on today to discover the exact causes of these
differences.
There are thousands of animals that exhibit these
distinctions from surface ancestors. Some of these
organisms, whether it is from ease of study, or availability,
are prime examples. One is Astyanax mexicanus, a cavefish
that heavily populates caves in Mexico. It is hypothesized
that the Astyanax began selective morphing only 10,000
years ago (Culver 1982). It is believed this happened when
Astyanax was isolated by stream piracy into a cave (Culver
1982). Astyanax mexicanus, which is the same as Astyanax
facsiatus, display many of the common characteristics of
cavernicoles that are specialized including reduced eyes
as an adaptation to the darkness (Strecker and Wilkens
2003). This stygobite is one of the most popularly studied
cavernicoles. Another ready example of these transformed
cavernicoles is the amphipod, Gammarus minus. This
species has both epigean and cave forms. The difference in
the cave-dwellers, however, has been descried as a “weaker
more delicate appearance” and they also grow longer
antennae and a change in color from the surface brown
to a bluish white (Culver et al. 1995). This makes these
organisms very easy for predation at resurgences (Culver
et al. 1995). Both species demonstrate the tell-tale traits
demonstrated by species that have adapted to life in caves.
Troglomorphy is the “morphological syndrome”
associated with life in caves; the term was created by
K.A. Christiansen (Culver et al. 1995). This syndrome
comes with betraying characteristics. These include, but
are not limited to: loss of pigments, reduced eye size,
enlargement of sensory structures, additions to feeding
appendages, reduced overall size, and alterations in
reproductive and life cycles (Gillieson, 1996). All of the
reductions and elongations in size are characterized as
morphological changes. What are described as ecological
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and physiological alterations are a slowing metabolism,
resistance to starvation, lowered mating frequency,
increased number of offspring, and an increase in life span
(Culver et al. 1995) The behavioral adaptations exhibited
by these cavernicoles are a decreased aggression and an
increased sensitivity to vibration (Culver et al. 1995).
However, one of the controversies that exist, however, over
these characteristics is the parallel evolution of both the
developed characteristics and the reduced ones (Culver et
al. 1995).
Lowered metabolism is a principle characteristic of
cave dwellers because of the food poor environment.
The majority of cavernicoles exhibit this characteristic
but there are some exceptions. The Mexican cavefish,
Astyanax mexicanus, has been shown in studies to actually
exhibit a higher rate of metabolism than its surfacedwelling counterparts. This is theorized to be because this
cavefish inhabits a cave that is not food-limited (Culver
1982). Gammarus minus also does not exhibit this trait
because this species does not inhabit an environment
where food is a scarcity (Culver et al. 1995). Cambarus
setosus is a crayfish that does demonstrate this trait; this
species was shown to survive 3.5 longer than its surface
counterpart when provided with the same amount of
oxygen (Culver 1982). The fish in caves have been shown
to have lower respiration rates which results in longer
adenosine triphoshate (ATP) turnover time (Culver
1982). When cavefish were fed in a laboratory, the fish
gained a significant amount of weight (Hixon et al.
2004). Metabolism is only one of the many indicative
characteristics exhibited in cavernicoles.
In the darkness of the cave it is necessary for
cavernicoles to develop increased sensory structures to
find their way. These increased sensory organs lead to
longer appendages. These longer antennae are beneficial
to the cavernicoles because it allows them “greater
searching ability.” This would not be an advantage on the
surface because it would be a hindrance where space is a
priority. The crayfish Orconectes australis has been linked
to a surface crayfish, O. limostus. In the cave, O. australis
has antennae that measure at least 40mm longer than the
surface dwellers (Culver 1982). The cavernicoles use this
elongated appendage to find food.
Cave species display slowness in development known
as neoteny (Culver 1982). Some of the best-studied
cavernicoles are the plethodontid salamanders. Some of
these salamanders keep their gills that they develop as
larvae for their entire lives (Culver 1982). There has long
been a debate among scientists as to what environmental
stimulant catalyzes this adaptation. Some believe it is
an adaptation to the low food supply available in caves,
and others argue that it is just an adjustment to the harsh
environment of the cave. It is more likely, however, that
the adaptation is in response to the low food supply
(Culver 1982).
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Organisms use their color to blend in with their
surroundings and escape being killed by their predators.
In the darkness of the cave this is not necessary. It requires
valuable energy to produce these pigments, so in the
energy-scarce cave environment to be without pigment is
advantageous. In Texas caves, Procambarus simulans is almost
white in color while its surface populations are colored
(Culver 1982). In any research done, there can be found
no genetic link to pigmentation, or at least if there is any
link to genes, it is multigenetic. It is theorized to be purely
adaptational. Also, it has been shown in laboratories that
when species are grown with food containing algae the
species are darker (Culver 1982). This adaptation is one of
the most easily recognizable in specialized cavernicoles.
Reproduction is a very costly process for organisms
in terms of energy. Therefore, for cavernicoles in an
energy scarce environment they do not reproduce as
often (Gillieson 1996). This delay in reproduction can
be represented by O. australis. Under optimal conditions
it takes this crayfish 16 years to reach sexual maturity.
Under the normal conditions in the real environment,
it can take around 35 years (Culver 1982). When cave
organisms do reproduce, however, they reproduce in great
numbers. O. australis produces on average about 40 eggs,
much less than its surface counterparts (Culver 1982).
These large, yolky eggs are produced in great number to
make up for the lack of times in reproducing (Gillieson
1996). This postponement of maturity is theorized to be a
result of natural selection. This low reproduction rate has
often raised queries of whether these species can support
themselves in future generations. Many cave species are
slowly declining in number (Culver 1982).
The “fundamental problem in evolutionary biology”
has been described as the problem of “distinguishing
patterns that are a consequence of common descent from
pattern and that result from natural selection” (Culver et al.
1995). Even Darwin theorized on this point and argued
that these patterns where “not from common ancestry
but from natural selection” (Culver et al. 1995). This has
been the central debate in the subject of adaptation of
cavernicoles: whether these adaptations are due to neutral
mutations or evolutionary selective processes. Even in the
popularly studied cavefish A. mexicanus, it is still debated as
to whether the adaptations are due to neutral mutation or
selection because since evidence supports neutral mutation
in this case, there are still holes in the solution, and not
everything can be explained by neutral mutation (Hixon
et al. 2004). Most of the specialized organisms have two
things in common: blindness and absence of color, so
scientists believe this must be due to the exact process of
mutations, even though only one out of 500 mutations
is beneficial (Moore and Sullivan 1997). Opposition
to neutral mutation suggests that the mutation process

would take too long and that most mutations reduce
structure and many of the characteristics of cavernicoles
are elaborated structures (Culver 1982). Scientists in favor
of neutral mutation, however, have proven mathematically
that within some restrictions, there has been enough time
for the mutations to take place (Culver 1982). The most
promising evidence for selection is that it can take place in
a relatively much faster timeframe than neutral mutation
(Culver 1982). Studies are taking place currently to
understand further which process, or combination of the
two, is what causes these alterations in cave species.
The genetics of cave species also are relatively
unstudied because not only are cave species still a mystery,
but also genetics is a very new field. The genetic makeup
in cavernicoles is affected by their environment and
because of the small populations there is low genetic
variation (Culver 1982). The environment of the cave, in
comparison to a surface environment, is fairly constant,
which produces a low heterozygosity in genes (Culver
1982). At the same time, however, the lack of species
diversity produces high heterozygotsity (Culver 1982).
The genetics support the neutral mutation theory, and
the genetics are more dependable than the ecological
data (Culver 1982). The majority of the traits that have
been found have different genetic causes, since they are
not all on the same gene (Strecker and Wilkens 2003).
For example: it has been discovered that there are three
different genes on different chromosomes that affect eye
development. This makes the genes “unlinked” and makes
this a multigenetic trait (Strecker and Wilkens 2003).
Genetics is a new field of discovery in cave ecology and is
still fairly unstudied.
There is so much that has yet to be investigated in
cave ecology and the adaptation of these cavernicoles that
this is a field that has room for a considerable amount of
growth. New techniques are being developed constantly
as new research and technology become available. Gel
electrophoresis is a technique that has been as of late very
instrumental in detecting genetic variation (Culver 1982).
The genetics in these organisms prove to be much more
reliable data than ecological, so that is the direction that
research is headed. The puzzling question that scientists
are investigating is how these creatures can evolve both
regressive and elaborated structures simultaneously (Culver
et al. 1995). Population genetics are also now finding
great use in this field (Culver et al. 1995). The study of
these organisms is even proving to be beneficial to human
health. The metabolism in these canvernicoles is being
studied in comparison to humans to try to find the causes
of obesity in humans (Strecker and Wilkens 2003). This
is a rapidly developing area of study that has much to
discover.
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Groups With Whom WUSSes
Have Caved
Bexar Grotto
Bloomington Indiana Grotto
Cave Research Foundation
Cavers Go Deeper
Central Indiana Grotto
Central Ohio Grotto
Clayton County Grotto
Cleveland Grotto
Dayton Underground Grotto
Germany Valley Karst Group
Greater Cincinnati Grotto
Kutztown Section
Miami Valley Grotto
Northern Indiana Grotto
NSS Convention Field Trips
NSS Digging Section
Pine Mountain Grotto
San Francisco Bay Chapter
Standing Stone Grotto
Stonewall Cavers
Timpanogos Grotto
University of Cincinnati Caving Club
(Outdoor Club?)
Upper Cumberland Grotto
VPI
Wisconsin
American Cave and Conservation Association
Crawlathon
Karstorama
Mammoth Cave Restoration
NCRC Training Clinic
Ohio Valley Region Clean-ups
Old Timers Reunion
Randy Candy
Speleofest
TAG Fall Cave-in
West Virginia Association

Countries Caved in by WUSSes
Australia
New Wales
South Australia
Tasmania
Austria
Bahamas
Andros Island
San Salvador Island
Barbados
Belgium
Belize
Bermuda
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Canada
Alberta
British Columbia
New Brunswick
Costa Rica
Croatia
Dominica
England
France
Germany
Guam
Italy
Japan
Malaysia
Mexico
New Zealand
Portugal
Puerto Rico (Mona)
Romania
Slovenia
Spain
Switzerland
United States
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia

(Hawaiian Islands)
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
New Hampshire
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
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Figure 1. Electrical resistivity ground imaging (ERGI) subsurface profile of the Coon-in-theCrack Cave I area. The resistivity scale is shown to the right. The air-filled void exhibits very
high resistivity and is readily differentiated from the surrounding, lower-resistivity limestone. Points
along the ground profile show electrode positions. Horizontal and vertical scales are in meters.

Figure 2. ERGI profile of the Simpson’s Pit area. The resistivity scale is shown to the
right. The two high-resistivity anomalies are probable voids. Points along the ground
p r o f i l e s h o w e l e c t r o d e p o s i t i o n s. H o r i zo n t a l a n d ve r t i c a l s c a l e s a r e i n m e t e r s.
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